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About This Content
Discover the subtle beauty of the New Mexico landscape. Its nickname - “Land of Enchantment” - fits perfectly. A lot of unique
natural scenery will accompany you during all hauls, two trips will never feel the same.
Drive through urbanized areas like Albuquerque, sparsely populated trading posts, rest stops in the middle of the desert, lush
forests and mountain ranges. New Mexico has a lot to offer in terms of landscape variety. Cross Rio Grande, visit Carson
National Forest, Baylor Peak, Pyramid Rock and other natural landmarks.
Spend your night, rest, refuel and repair your truck on one of the many unique truck stops around New Mexico's highways.
Admire the red sunsets while driving past recognizable monumental rock formations.
New Mexico (Navajo: Yootó Hahoodzo) is the fifth largest by area and the 36th most populous of the U.S. states. This cornerstate has diverse nature which includes deserts, high plains, and mountains. The climate is generally semi-arid to arid because
New Mexico has very little water.

Key Features
Over 4,000 miles of new in-game roads
14 major cities, including Albuquerque, Santa Fe, and Roswell
11 custom rest/truck stops for parking and refueling
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More than 600 completely new 3D graphics assets
Complex and realistic custom-built junctions and Interstate interchanges
8 new company docks and industries
Unique landmarks both natural and man-made
New Mexico achievements to unlock

Cities included in the expansion
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Title: American Truck Simulator - New Mexico
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
SCS Software
Publisher:
SCS Software
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 64-bit
Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)
Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Por
tuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Turkish,Ukrainian
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In a search for treasure and adventure 'Tomato Jones' crosses path with ?his? arch-nemesis the devilish 'Bad Camera'. The auto
rotating camera often mid jump leads to the frequent death of Dr. Jones splattering tomato juices all over the puzzle box levels.
Jones' sluggish movement both on land and in the air compounds the issue. Players can overcome these hurdles with enough
patience for trial and error but the game isn't enough fun to reward that effort.. very simple but solid survival game... reminds
me of coop board games. Could use some refinement. This game is great for what it is, people are like "its not the watchmen" or
"its a disgrace to the watchmen" u have to remember, this isnt WATCHMEN, this is the game! A game set before watchmen
where Rorchach an Nite Owl are team members. I will admit that it does get quite repetitive, and the level designs are a little
lacking but the visuals are amazing! and the fighting and the cutscenes! I would recommend this as a casual game that you do a
level and then leave it then come back to it later, If you were to buy this, buy it in the sale.. It takes a much more light-hearted
look at Tramiel than the book "On the Edge", but still a lot of fond memories and insight into the system I learned the most
about and still use on rare occasions.. Janky controls may be funny without vr but in vr it is unplayable.
It took me 3 minutes to even select the level I wanted to play because of how poor the controls are.
Refunded
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I played this back when it was beta invite only on indie royale and desura. I had enjoyed it greatly then and still enjoy it here.
Now while i find it slightly disheartening that i have to start back at square one instead of where i was before it was on steam, I
quickly got over it since it just means i get to enjoy the ride all over again.
The new addittions in this version include: A research lab level that lets you test drive the various weapons and upgrades as you
unlock them. The survival levels being moved to their own area instead of needing to be found in other levels. a few extra levels.
And few new and/or reworked weapons.
There appears to be room for new content as well as the possibility of random cosmetics and the challenge levels add an extra
spice to the mix. The devs are also responsive and listen to the community, quick to sqwash bugs or make balance changes as
able.
I would definitely give this Game a Recommendation, especially since it is upto 4 players co-op.. Bought this game as a joke
and soon realized it actually is a decent physics platformer. Sure it is not great, but for the price I found it perfectly fine! Not
really my cup of tea but whatever, can't fault a good game.. The demo gave me high hopes for at least a pleasing story, but it
falls flat in MANY aspects. Plus it maps all the gamepad buttons to strange wrong things that dont even match what they say
they're mapped as.. Nice, Light-hearted puzzle game. I really enjoy this game. If you liked HexCells, you'll probably enjoy this.
The sounds are the biggest drawback. I like the music and the pleasant clicks the game makes as you rotate the elements. But the
sounds and music played upon the completion of a puzzle are incredibly loud and jarring compared to everything else.. McDroid
is a very silly and bizarre game, with a setting that sounds like a story Pee-Wee Herman would tell. Its light hearted, but
certainly has some advanced humor.
The gameplay is deceptively challenging, with a number of different activities to balance in each level. Should you leave one unattened for too long, you will quickly find yourself in a pickle.
The tutorials are not entirely intuitive, so make sure you look at all the signs! Fortunately the gameplay is starightforward
enough that you might not need it, though there is more depth than there appears to be at first glance.
I enjoy it, and look forward to playing more with friends!. gt;be me
>buys this game at 11 am in the morning
>plays for an hour or so
>mom tells me to go to bed early because i have to wake up at 6 the next day for practice
>checks watch
>9 pm
> o h. This is a bit disappointing.
The voice acting is very stilted and the "mystery" is following clues - so far from an old manuscript containing clues that refer to
events more recent than the manuscript.
Still, the flying is flying (simulated) so that part is good.
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